
Time for a (rather long) nap 
Hedgehogs are one of the few UK mammals that truly hibernate 
over the winter. They will curl up to sleep in a safe place and drop 
their body temperature to match their surroundings. This allows 
them to save a lot of energy but slows down all other bodily 
functions making normal activity impossible.

 creating 
hedgehog habitats

1. Safe garden passages
Creating areas of dense, thick undergrowth by planting shrubs and hedges that grow close to the 
ground will make a hedgehog feel safe as it travels through a garden – it will be able to dart into the 
undergrowth if it spots any predators. These habitats will be particularly effective when placed near 
to your hedgehog hole.

2. Insect-friendly gardening
Hedgehogs will tend to visit places where they regularly find food – so encouraging the insects they 
eat is a great start to getting them in your garden. Creating a mini meadow or planting a variety 
of flowering plants will attract a range of insects that a hedgehog can eat. Avoid using pesticides 
on your plants, as this can reduce the number of insects as a whole in your garden, affecting more 
species than the ones you’re wanting to get rid of. Hedgehogs act as great natural pest control! 

What’s for dinner?
Hedgehogs will eat a wide mix of insects, including beetles, worms, 
caterpillars, and slugs – they are a great help at controlling pests 
in the garden. Hedgehogs will sometimes use their paws to de-slime    
   slugs before eating them!

3. Untidy areas
Leaving areas of your garden overgrown and wild-looking creates safe places for hedgehogs to travel 
through. Insects for them to eat such as grasshoppers and beetles can also be found in long grassy 
areas.

Making a hole to let hedgehogs in your garden is the best First step in making 
them feel at home! Some of the best ways to make your spaces more hedgehog-
friendly are outlined below...



4. Compost, log and leaf piles
These three features all act as great places for hedgehogs to nest and hibernate. If you can, create 
these in a quiet corner of your garden in a place sheltered by dense vegetation, so hedgehogs will 
feel safe and undisturbed in these spaces. These features will also become home to slugs, snails and 
beetles, all of which will act as welcome snacks! 

5. Hedgehog House
If you don’t have space for a compost or leaf heap, then a 
hedgehog house can also act as a suitable spot to hibernate in. 
These can usually be bought from garden centres, or you can make 
your own using a plastic or cardboard box – find out how to make 
this here. These are also best tucked in a quiet sheltered location. 

6. PROVIDE SOME WATER
Ponds act as an excellent year-round water source in a garden, and 
will also attract insects and amphibians that they can eat. Make 
sure any ponds have sloping sides, or a small ramp to make sure 
any hedgehogs that fall in can climb out again. Alternatively, leaving 
out a small shallow dish of fresh water will work well. 

PROTECTING HEDGEHOGS 
• Avoid using slug pellets and other chemicals in your garden 

– not only will they reduce the amount of insect food for the 
hedgehogs, they are usually toxic for hedgehogs to eat.

• Check any overgrown areas carefully before mowing and 
strimming.

• If you are turning or taking material out of your compost heap 
or leaf pile, check its base before you dig any tools in, and go 
carefully to reduce the risk of hedgehog injury.

• If you have a dog, keep it inside at night to avoid hedgehog encounters.

• Make sure your wild areas are kept free of rubbish - inquisitive hedgehogs  
may try and eat or get trapped in litter.

Have any more questions about encouraging hedgehogs to your garden?  
Email Climate.Action@westoxon.gov.uk and we can give you some further advice.


